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EIGE/20J 6/ADM/OJ. Questions & Answers No 1

Question 1:

Noréjau pasiteirauti del techninés specifikacijos:
http://eige.eurqpsites/defauIt/flIes/docurnents/eiqe-201 6-adm-
01 tender specificaioispdf

2.2.3.3. punkto, Evidence A4, at vietoje language cettificate pakanka pateikti usienio
kliento, kuriam buvo teikiamos kelioniq paslaugos anglq kalba, paymos, kad jis
patenkintas setvisu ir neturéjo problem del susikalbéjimo ar pan.?

<<<Unofficial translation by EIGE:
/ would like to clarify regarding point 2.2.3.3. Evidence A4: is it enough to provide a
reference from a foreign client to whom travel services were provided in English that they
were satisfied with the service and had no problems in communicating, etc. instead of
language certificate?>>>

Answer 1:

As stated in Section 2.2.3.3 Evidence A4 can be a language certificate or past relevant
experience.

Question 2

Given the significant amount of the overhead costs (project manager, availability of 2
members of the staff, dedicated ICT channels, IT support, required in ToR) our
understanding is that all these costs should be calculated into the fee per transaction
(scenario A and B) which, as a consequence, given the specificities of this contract
would be above the regular transaction fee. Is our understanding correct? Or should
the overhead costs be presented separately?

Answer 2:

As stated in Section 2.2.5 prices must include all expenses necessary to perform the
contract. No further reimbursements shall be made whatsoever. Therefore,
transaction fee shall cover all expenses necessary to perform the transaction.

Question 3

Our understanding is that the maximum contract value indicated in bR is exclusively
related to the service component and the actual tickets and accommodation
vouchers, transfer and shuttle services will be reimbursed separately. Could you please
confirm?

Answer 3:

The maximum amount available for the contract as indicated in Section 4.2 covers
service fees and prices of actual tickets for all means of transport and accommodation.
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